Teacher And Learning Statement

Recognition of the importance of Indigenous family commitments and respect for Elders

Support the development of student’s personal and cultural thoughts and ideas

Students are encouraged to explore new ways of applying ‘traditional’ visual expression through new media

Recognise the importance of yarning and oral histories including story based teaching

Prepare students for professional art practice through art business studies and visits to galleries

Course Information

The course is 2 years full-time and 4 years part-time.

Further Study And Pathways

- Degrees in Visual Arts
- Curatorial Studies
- Art Education and Community Arts

Assessment

Assessment will be ongoing and will include: oral tasks, short written reports and folio submission

Fees And Materials

Course fee is $53.00. Adequate materials for assessment requirements will be supplied. Additional materials will need to be supplied by the individual student. (Discounted if purchased through Unit)
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Staff And Student Highlights

Staff and students from Visual Arts frequently win awards, exhibit nationally and internationally and have work included in public collections.

Student Achievements Include

- Jarrod Atkinson was the recipient of a curatorial traineeship at the Bundoora Homestead Art Gallery
- Aunty Gwen Garoni, Adrian Austin, Mandi Barton and Lisa McLaughlin were all finalists in the Victorian Indigenous Art Prize.
- Makia McLaughlin, Andrew Travis and Aunty Gwen Garoni were all recipients of the emerging artist award at the Gumbri White Dove Indigenous Arts Prize of the City of Darebin.
- Artist in Residence, Turbo Brown, was a finalist in the National Telstra Indigenous Art Prize.

Staff Achievements Include

- Brian McKinnon was awarded the Gumbri White Dove Art Prize of the City of Darebin
- Sharon West received an art commission with the City of Darebin
- Treañana Hamm and Sharon West curated the NAIDOC exhibit, Elders Talking Up Country at the Counihan Gallery for the City of Moreland